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The Brouwer fixed point theorem
and the transformation rule for multiple integrals
via homotopy arguments

Herbert Leinfelder and Christian G. Simader

In this note we present an elementary proof of the change of variables formula in
multiple integrals, which is based primarily on homotopy arguments. Our crucial
homotopy result (see the Lemma) is motivated by the change of variables formula,
and is deduced simply by means of differential calculus. As a byproduct of our
approach we obtain Brouwer's fixed point theorem, which indicates that the
principle homotopy result (Lemma) is intimately connected with the Brouwer
degree lor mapping.

In the literature we know in fact only one reference [3] related to our approach.
In contrast to our note, the aim of [3] is the Brouwer degree of a mapping, and
not the change of variables formula. There are other interesting proofs of the
change of variables formula; we mention those in [1;5;6] in particular.

What does the change of variables formula say? We formulate this as Theorem 1:

Theorem 1. If 0 is a diffeomorphism between open subsets Q and Q' of R*, and if
f is a function on Q', then

I f .flderDöl: [,f (t)

in the sense that if either integral exists, then so does the other and the two are
eclual.

By definition, a diffeomorphism ö: Q--+Q' is a bijective mapping which is con-
tinuously differentiable in both directions, and D $(x) stands for the Jacobian
matrix of $ at the point x of f2. The integrals appearing in (1) are always
interpreted as Lebesgue integrals. However, if one bears in mind appropriate
additional assumptions, they may be understood as (possibly improper) Riemann
integrals, too.

In order to prove formula (1) for functions f in I)(A'), i.e. for (equivalence classes
of) Lebesgue integrable functions / defined on Q', we reduce the problem in a
standard way (compare ll; (16.22)-1, [5; 10.8-10.9.l).
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Firstly, one need only establish equation (1) for functions in C3(0'), that is, lor
continuous functions vanishing outside a suitable compact subset of 0'. Indeed, if
(1) holds for functions in Cfl(O'), then (1) naturally generates an isometric iso-
morphism T(f):f "öldetDöl between the spaces C3(O') and Cfl(O), provided
they are equipped with the norms ll.ll:Jl.l. Since C3(O') (resp. C$(O)) is dense
in L'(O') (resp. # (O», the operator T extends uniquely to an isometry
i: IJ(a'1-r'((2) by setting i(f):f "QldetD$1.
Secondly, if (A',),"d is any covering of 0'by open subsets d)'oof d)', it is enough to
show in proving Theorem 1 that for all aesl, f ecfl(O")

lf"öldet»öl:lf (1')

Of course, reduction (1') is obtained easily via a "partition of unity".
For example one could argue as follows:
Since any f eC\@) has compact support (supp,f:{xl,f(x)+0}) in O', there exist
,? open cubes Q(x,;ä,) (resp. Q$";2ö,)) with center x, and edge length ä, (resp.
2ä,) such that each Q@";2ö,) is contained in some Q,, and supp"f lies in

n

U 0(r,;ö,). Choose 0<q"eC}(Q(x,;2ä,)) satisfying e,:1 on Q@,; ö,), and de-
v:1 

l
fine f :fE, ^ Now, each f, has compact support lying in some Oi, and

Lqu
n u:'

tin.. /:,Irf,, we derive (1) lrom equations (1') bV adding.l

Let us sketch the idea used in proving Theorem 1. Suppose that Q and O' are in
addition connected, and that / is in C3((-)'). Denoting by r(d) the constant sign of
detD$ in O, we may modify (1) to

!f.4,aet»ö:r(il.1f Q)

Hence formula (2) tells us that I f " O det D ö does not depend on the diffeomor-
phism @, provided e(@) always has the same value. Thus, considering a family
(Ö^),,.ro,r1 of diffeomorphisms $^: Q-Q'which depend "continuously" on 7, one
should be able to show that lf "$^detDS^ is independant of ,i for 0<,1<1. This
is the basic idea which underlies our approach to the change of variables formula.

Lemma*. Suppose we are giuen an open bounded subset Q of R and a continuous

function @: Qx[0,1]--p', (x,,1)--+ Ö^(x):@(x,Ä), which is dffirentiable with re-
spect to x on Q such that the Jacobian matrix DQ^$) depends continuously on
(x,;i.)ef2 x [0, 1].

fhen lf "$^detDQ^ does not depend on Ä,0<7<1, for any continuous function
/: IR'-IR uanishing in a neighborhoocl of l).rö^{QA).

* A primary version of this lemma had been used by the second author in his "Antritts-
vorlesung" at the University of Munich in 1973.
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Here do is the boundary of Q and f "$^detDS, has compact support in o for all
0<it< 1.

Before proving the lemma we introduce some notation. If o is any open subset ol
IR' and k is any nonnegative integer, let ck((2) be the vector space consisting ol
all functions / which are ft-times continuously dillerentiable in f) (o may be
arbitrary in case k:0). The subspace c[(o) consists of all those functions in
Ck((2) which have compact support in O; clearly we have the embedding
C[(f2)cCä(R-). Il A and B are nonempry subsets in ]R., then dist(,4,B):
inf {lx-yl lxeA, yeB}.

Proof of the Lemma. Since @ is unilormly continuous on Q 
^ [0, 1], and since /

vanishes in a neighborhood ot 
o!= f lio):a@ax[0,1]), rhere exists a com-

pact subset K of () such that supp;f " ö^-K for all 0<2<1. Write ft(r.)
:!./'"Ö,.detD4>; we have to show h'(1):0. Let us first assume that Oe Cz(Q
x10,1[, and that /'e C1(lR-). Dilferentiating h, we obtain

h'(b:l(Df "ö^,9'^)detDg^+!f "ö^trace(6"5^.»5,^) (3)

Here ""'denotes the derivative with respect to Ä, (.,.) means the Euclidean
scalar product in IR', D$^is the matrix complementary* to the Jacobian matrix
D$^ and "." stands for the matrix product.

Note that all integrands appearing in (3) have compact support. Thus by partial
integration we may remove the derivative D:(Dr,...,D*) from $'^ in the second
integral of (3). This gives

I f " ö 
^ 

trace (6"9 
^. 

D ö' 
^) 

: - [ (o f " ö 
^, 

g, 
^) 

det D Q 
^-[f "ö^(div rt4^,6'^s, $)

where div:(D,.) operates on the columns of f6^. Hence

h'Q): -lf "ö^<diu 66^,ö,^).

But div6!r:0 (by a perhaps not very well-known identity 12, p.467)), and,
therefore h'(^):0 for all 0<,1.< 1.

To prove the lemma in case of general .D andl let us choose ,":):., -i[ "rO
an open bounded set f/, satisfying Kc0,.Or-(2. By mollifying @ and f we can
find functions @, in C2(erxl,)nCo(ö, x7,) and, in Cl(lR-) such that @,--->@
and DQ,-D@ (resp. f,-f) uniformly on compact subsets of f,), x]0, 1[ (resp. IR*)
(note D@(x, 1):D(>^(x)). Moreover, if r and k are nonnegative integers, we may

* Let A be an n xn matrix, A:(ai), and let A,,be the (n--l)x(n-1) matrix obtained from
.4 by deleting the i-th row and j-th" column. Thä matrix Ä complementary to A is defined by
letting

Ä:(4), b,i:(-1)i+i detAii.
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assume that f as well as the f vanish in a neighborhood of Ok(AQlx1o). By the
preceeding step, constants c,.u exist such that If,"(Ö)^detD($u)^:cn,ofor all 7in
10. Taking the limits n-cn and k--rc» we get lf"Ö^A"t»Ö,t:coost for all
0<r.<1.

This last equation is valid by continuity also at the endpoints,l:0 and )":1. I
Using our Lemma and suitable deformations we are now able to prove Theo-
rem 1.

Proof of Theoreml. Stepl. Let us first establish equation (1) for functions / in
C3ß') and affine diffeomorphisms @:lR---+lR-, that is Ö(x):A'x+b with a

nonsingular mxm matrix A. For 0<,1 <1 consider the mappin1 Öt"$):aQ')'x
-f 7b. Here a(,1) connects ,4 and E e: diag(u,l, ... , 1), where a: sgn det,4, con-

tinuously within the nonsingular m x m matrices (see the Appendix). Since

lim l@r(x)l:co uniformly in 0<2<1, every function / in C3(lR*) vanishes in a
lrl -x
neighborhood of U $^@B(0;r)), provided the radius r of the ball B(0;r)

o<,1< 1

centered about 0 is chosen sufficiently large. Thus our Lemma yields

If"Eosgndet,4:If"ödetDS. Since lf :!f"EA and DÖ:A we get It
:lf"0ldetDdl.
Step2.In Step2 we show that given a diffeomorphism @: d)-d)', we can always

lrnd a covering (A),* of ()' by open subsets Oi in O' such that equations (1')

hold. Choose any z in fl and consider the diffeomorphism

(5)

in B. Write S^:

ld,(r)l > lxl - ld't*t- *l > lI1 (6)

for every x in B and every O<'A<1. Put B':B(O;rl2); thenin view of (6) every

function f in C\(B') vanishes in a neighborhood ot 
"!. ,Ö^GB). 

Hence our

Lemma yields

I f : I f " 6 d"r D 6 : I f " 6 ldet D $1,

the last equality being valid since detn4lO;:t.
Finally, it is an easy task to verify that if Theorem 1 (admitting only functions
having compact support) is true for diffeomorphisms $ and rlt, then Theorem 1

holds for the composed diffeomorphism @'rl, too' Thus, in view of (5) and Step1,

there exists a neighborhood (2, of z in () such that Ö satisfies (1) for every

function f in Cl@@")). Hence we have proven (1') wiih respect to the covering
(ö(Q,)),.n of 0' and have thereby proven Theorem 1. I

6 @) : » ö(r)-' . (ö (x + z) - ö(z)).

Then a-ball B:B(0;r) exists such that ld(r)-rl<f tor att x
id-1(6-id); it follows that
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Though our Lemma served primarily to give an elementary proof of the change of
variables formula, it may be further exploited to give a short demonstration of the
Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem.

Theorem2. Euery continuous mapping $ from the closed unit ball to itself possesses

at least one fixed point.

Proof. If d(x)*x for all x in the closed unit ball B, then the deformation S^:
id- 10 would satisfy the estimates

ld,(x)l:l@(x)-xl>0 for x in B

ldr(r)l>lxl-,11d(r)l>1-r.>0 for xe1B and 0<.1<1.

Since a continuous function attains its infimum on each compact set, a positive
constant ä would exist such that

l@(x)-xl> ä for every xeB

ldr(x)l>ä for every xeöB and all 0<,1<1. (1)

Without loss of generality we may assume @ to be continuously differentiable on
B(0;1) (otherwise approximate öby a smooth function so that (7) is satisfied with
ä replaced by ö12). Clearly, every function / in C3(B(0; ä)) vanishes in a neigh-
borhood o, 

o!= ,öt(AB), 
thus our Lemma yields J/:J f "QrdetD gr.In view of

(7) f"ö, vanishes everywhere, which shows that Jf:0. Since functions
/e Cfl(B(0;ä)) with j"f +O ao indeed exist, we arrive at a contradiction. I
The proof of Theorem2 presented above suggests that there is more to our
Lemma than meets the eye. Indeed, let O be any bounded open subset of IR', and
let d: O--+lR- be continuously differentiable in O. If y is a point in IR'satisfying
p:dist({y},d(ao))>0, then for any f in C3(B(y;p)) with tf :1, the degree of @

with respect to 0 and y may be defined as

d(ö,A,i:.lf "SdetD Q. (8)

Suppressing for the moment the (apparent) dependance of d(Q,f),y) on f ou!
Lemma shows precisely that d(ö,O,y) is homotopy-invariant. Indeed, 1f @: Q
x[0,1]--lR-, (x, ))-$^(x) is any parameter family of maps satisfying the as-

sumptions of the Lemma, and if y+$^(Aq for each )", then d(Ö^,A,y) does not
depend on 0<,1 <1. It is worth mentioning that the most important property of
the Brouwer degree, namely the homotopy invariance, is an immediate con-
sequence of our approach to the change of variables formula.

Let us now see why the right hand side of (8) really does not depend on the
choice of I For simplicity we assume y:0 and 0eC2(O). Consider functions /
and g in C[(r(0;p)) satisfying lf:t:Is.Write p:f-c and take any
je Cro@(O;e)), where

0<e <dist(suppp, äB(0; p)).
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o

Define u(r):[ !1Q-tx)x 1t(x)dtdx. Then u is conrinuously diflflerentiable, has

compact ,rrrooi in B(0;p) and

. 19 \
div o(z):.1 ll<»itr-r x).x) dtl y(xydx- \i t

" ll d \: .l I .l ,-( ie - r xtt dt I rlr)dx\o ar I

: 
t ik - x) u(x) dx - i(z). I p(,x) dx

: 
I itz - x) p(x) dx, since J p$) dx:0

Thus with the abbreviation (j*p)(z):l jQ-it(x)dx we have divu:j*tL. write w
:6"0 (o.@). Then

div w : trace (D ö . f"ö. (D u.@)) +(div 5-4, u" gS.

Recall that D 6. rt$ :6et D il E and divd] :0, so that

61, p:(div u).(> detD ö:(j * tL).,b det D g.

Hence 0: J div w: [ (.j * u)" ö det D g and thus

l(j.fl"ydetD g:!(j*d"ödetD c[. (9)

If we put in (9) a sequence (j,) of functions jnecl (r (o;1)) r",rrrr,"e Jj,:1, we

conclude that !f"ödetD$:Is"ödetD$ since j,xlf- f and, j,*g-g uniformry
on IR-.

of course, starting with formula (8) one may develop a complete treatment of
degree theory. we have not done so here, since the primary aim of this note is the
change of variables formula. we mention the articles 13; 4) in which such
treatments are presented.

Appendix

Denote by GL(m,lR) the set of nonsingular realvahed m x m matrices.

lf AeGL(m,R), then a continuous mapping a: [0,1]-*GL(m,lR) exists satisfying
q"(0) : A and a(1) : diag(o, 1, . . ., 1 ), wher e o : sgn det .4.

Proof. By a well known theorem of linear algebra we have a representation of the
form D--Bt-....8u.A, where D is a diagonal matrix containing only *1 or -1on the diagonal. Furthermore, each B, is a matrix of type Ej(c) having the
number c in the i-th row and the j-th column and being identical with the unit
matrix E otherwise. In addition we have c>0 if ifj. Thus using the mappings
[0,1]=,1--+E:(l+)(c-1)) as well as [0,1]=,1-Eii()c) if i*j, rhe matrix A may be
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D within the class GL(m,lR). Now, fix any pair ol
of D and modify D to

for any 0<il.<1. By a linite number of such deformations p: [0, ])-GL(m,lR) we
may deform D continuously into the matrix diag(o, 1,...,1) with o:sgndet.4. I
Notes added in proof.1. S.D. Chatterji has kindly pointed out to us the following
closely related papers (a11 published in the American Mathematical Monthly): J.

Milnor, Analytic proofs ol the "Hairy Ball Theorem" and the Brouwer fixed-
point theorem, 85, 521-524 (1978); Y. Kannai, An elementary proof of the no-
retraction theorem, 88, 264*268 (1981); H.W. Siegberg, Some historical remarks
concerning degree theory, 88, 125-139 (1981).

2. There is a very natural proof of the identity d1v6$:0 in C.B. Morrey, Jr.,
Multiple integral problems in the calculus of variations and related topics, Uni-
versity of Calilornia Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1943; chapter II, Lem-
ma 1.1. The proof there uses simply induction on the space dimension nr.
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